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1. Introduction

A comparative and cross-sectional view on post-adjudication dispositions may serve to promote understanding of what trends in sanctions systems are developing, how and why certain types of penalties spread, what forces are operational when new penal sanctions are adopted in a particular criminal justice system and finally, how criminal sanctions are implemented and to what end. It is especially the latter which should receive attention as common categories like imprisonment, fines, community service may turn out to be rather different in substance when turning from policy making and legislation on to sentencing and to the implementation process. With such questions it is essentially the topics of innovation in systems of criminal sanctions and the process of change that are raised.

There are two possible processes we might be able to observe in changing systems of sanctions. There might be actually transfer of sentencing and punishment policies across national boundaries, from one system or jurisdiction to another one or from a group of countries to others. There might be also a process that in different countries is driven by the very same social, economic or political problems pushing towards the same solutions. It could be also that such processes include active selection of problems (and crime policy certainly is in an active way selective and not always responding passively to pressure from outside). Pressure and incentives may on the other hand play a role for joining particular types of policies. Certainly, there are also limits to transfers of criminal sanctions and punishment and methods of corrections, limits that can perhaps be explained historically, culturally or by mere sticking to the habits. Moreover, criminal sanctions and punishment are not merely factual consequences of norm-breaking but they represent themselves
norms and are therefore not easily transplanted into another social system. It is this normative core of criminal sanctions where problems of legitimation are located and which explains why many systems stick evenly to rehabilitation, deterrence, proportionality and justice as sentencing goals. M. Tonry recently has discussed further variables that might explain why systems differ in adopting innovations, among them professionalism in criminal justice staff and relationships between crime policies and general politics.

2. Current developments in the use of criminal sanctions in Europe: A new concern for imprisonment

European prison figures provide some evidence that there is a trend towards increasing rates of imprisonment since the end of the eighties. This is true for both the Western and the Eastern part of Europe. What is reported from virtually all European countries is a rather elevated rate of imprisonment in the mid-nineties as compared to the seventies and the early or mid 80’s. Graph 1 demonstrates this trend with displaying the mid-ninety and the 2000/2001 prisoner rates. Germany, for example, reports at the beginning of the new millennium imprisonment rates which come close to rates observed some 40 years ago before a massive decline in prison figures set off. Obviously, England/Wales is expecting further increases in the prison population as current projections suggest for 2009 a prison population of between 90,000 and 110,000.¹ It is remarkable then that there was definitely a process of convergence in rates of imprisonment in Western Europe. Large variations as eg. observed in the seventies and still at the beginning of the eighties do not exist anymore. So, eg. The Netherlands, once proud of their mild penal climate, have experienced a remarkable growth in prisoner rates² as did most of the Southern European countries like Greece, Italy and Spain. The reasons for these trends are easy at hand. First, it is a trend towards longer prison sentences, in particular for drug trafficking and violent offences which contribute to the increase in the prison populations in the West of Europe. Second, it is a trend towards increases in the size of precarious populations, populations


² Mooelnaar, D.E.G. et al: Prognose van de sanctiecapaciteit tot en met 2006. Onderzoek en beleid, The Hague 2002, pp. 120; however, projections demonstrate that the pace of increase, although an increase of 13% between 2000 and 2006 is predicted, will slow down.
most likely to be eligible for prison sentences. Precarious groups come especially from the immigrant and migrant populations as well as from the groups of long-term unemployed.

Graph 1: Rates of Imprisonment in Europe and in the US 1995/2000/01


Imprisonment rates are on the rise in Central and Eastern Europe, too. After a rather short but nonetheless drastic decline in the use of imprisonment shortly after the political changes at the end of the 80’s—which was also driven by the use of amnesties—it can be as assumed that since these days imprisonment is on the rise again. Virtually all criminal justice systems

in the East of Europe experienced major drops in prison rates at the end of 80’s or at the beginning of the 90’s. But, obviously sentencing patterns either did not change or despite changing sentencing patterns and changing crime patterns contribute to fast rising prison populations in the 90’s. The period of decarceration following immediately the process of entering economic and political transition surely was part of the general policy to reduce repression, but seemingly has been of a short transitional character only. For the East of Europe, we may hypothesize that a lack of alternatives to prison sentences, strong support for imprisonment in the public as well as fear of crime and demands for tough responses to messages on ever increasing crime rates has contributed to the growth in imprisonment rates.


It was in particular from the view of the abundant use of imprisonment that in Western Europe the question has been put forward as early as in the sixties whether the range of criminal penalties should be widened by what today is commonly called intermediate, community or alternative criminal penalties and what conditions must be established to make this type of criminal penalties work. Faced with rising crime rates on the one hand and herewith increasing numbers of offenders adjudicated and sentenced, virtually all criminal justice systems since the sixties have been preoccupied with the search for cost-benefit efficient but non-custodial responses to crime other than the summary fine and non-prosecution policies based on conditional or unconditional discharges. It goes without saying that these efforts were devoted to a considerable part to the search for alternatives to imprisonment which on the one hand lays a heavy financial burden on the state and on the other hand does not seem to meet promises such as being an effective deterrent to crime or reducing recidivism.

However, the search for intermediate penalties back in the sixties was fueled also by theoretical arguments stressing the counterproductive effects of detention practices in terms of stigmatization and labeling as well as the then still strong political and public support of rehabilitative approaches to the individual offender. A bifurcated approach developed with an attempt to concentrate “rehabilitative” imprisonment on heavy
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8 Stern, V.: Alternatives to Imprisonment in Developing Countries. London 1999.
Recidivists (in particular career offenders) while the non-dangerous offenders or one time offenders should be eligible for non-custodial criminal sanctions and diverted from the prison system. Mistrust voiced against prisons and imprisonment already by Franz v. Liszt at the end of 19th century prevailed and was backed up by the rise of labeling theory on the one hand and general (social-democratic) political programmes headed towards more freedom and less repression on the other hand. Furthermore, sentencing theory as elaborated in the sixties and seventies strongly advocated the need for a wide range of penalty options thought to facilitate matching particular sentences to particular offenders. Putting the focus on individualization in sentencing partially reflected rehabilitation theory but was in particular called for by the assumption that personal and individual guilt as expressed in criminal offending could be best accounted for by various sentencing options tailored to the individual case. Although, community sanctions had been justified with avoiding negative impacts of imprisonment and the European Rules on Community Sanctions and Measures demand for proper research on and evaluation of community sanctions such research has rarely been carried out in Europe. In particular, controlled experiments have been neglected. Indeed, in an attempt to identify cost benefit research on various sentencing options for a review of the state of research McDougall et al were able to find 9 studies satisfying criteria for inclusion. Out of these, only two of these studies dealt with a comparison between secure institutions and community sanctions.

However, despite deficits in the area of evaluation and implementation research remarkable success stories can be reported from creating and successfully implementing alternatives to imprisonment in Europe. There is eg. clear evidence that day fines succeeded in Austria, Germany and some Scandinavian countries as well as in Switzerland, partially also in France and Spain in replacing to a quite considerable though differing extent in particular short-term imprisonment in the 60’s and 70’s. As is the case with some other innovations in criminal law and criminal justice, the conceptualization and implementation of day fines initiated in Scandinavia. Finland is noted as the
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first country to introduce a day fine system, beginning in 1921. Although there had been a long-standing scholarly debate prior to 1921 on the advantages of day fines and the potential in terms of proportional and equal punishment, the primary reason for the introduction in Finland early in the century lay in the rapidly declining value of money. Day fines, compared to summary fines, are easily adjusted to changes in the economy brought about by inflation or recession. Nevertheless, with the exception of some South American countries, Finland, Sweden and Denmark were the only countries to introduce a day fine system in the first half of this century. This was the case despite the fact that Italy, Germany, the Netherlands, Austria, and Switzerland made substantial revisions in the penal codes during the 1920s and 1930s. At the same time, it should be noted that the concept of the day fine generated substantial controversial discussion in all three Scandinavian countries and was far from being unanimously accepted.

The Federal Republic of Germany and Austria introduced day fine systems in 1975, followed by Hungary in 1978, then by France and Portugal in 1983. Some ten years ago a system of unit fines was introduced after a series of experiments in England/Wales through the Criminal Justice Act 1991 which went into force end of 1992. On the other hand introduction of day fines didn’t seem to be successfull in England/Wales after all. Some 6 months after the new day fine provisions went into force the Home Office announced suspension of those provisions as the judiciary obviously opposed extremely the idea of fining offenders according to day fine standards. The new French Criminal Code in force since 1st March 1994 has expanded the scope of day fines which has been rather narrow since the criminal law amendment of 1983. Poland and Spain have recently
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17 Nagy, F.: Arten und Reform punitiver und nicht-punitiver Sanktionen in Ungarn. In: Eser, A., Kaiser, G., Weigend, E. (Eds.): Von totalitarem zu rechtsstaatlichem Strafrecht. Max-Planck-Institut, Freiburg 1993, pp.313-339, p.324 (with a number of day fine units ranging from 10 and 180; the new draft criminal code will increase the maximum number of day fines to 360.


introduced systems of day fines while Belgium has retained the concept of summary fines. The draft of proposed revisions in the penal code of Switzerland\textsuperscript{22} includes also recommendations for the introduction of a day fine system. The trend toward an extended use of day fines is not unequivocal. Other European countries, including the Netherlands, Norway, Italy, and Iceland have not incorporated the idea of day fines into the criminal justice system and do not consider to abolish the system of summary fines. But at the same time, fines per se continue to play a major role in the sentencing practices of these countries.

Then, suspended prison sentences and probation turned out to be quite successful as alternatives to immediate imprisonment. Furthermore, community service has received considerable attention in the 80’s in several European countries with some countries like eg. Holland and England/Wales reporting a rather strong increase in the use of community service orders. Compensation and restitution have been developed into well elaborated and fully accepted penalties. In general, community based criminal sanctions and the development of punishment philosophies trying to integrate punishment, non-custodial, community sanctions as well as the crime victim had received wide support in the eighties and were based upon the perception that still too many offenders were sent to prison although not presenting risks to the community.\textsuperscript{23} Finally, various diversionary practices, as for example transaction fines as used extensively in Holland and in Germany, today are firmly rooted in the criminal justice system’s responses to not only juvenile crime, but to adult criminal offences also. However, the latter is also a significant expression of a dislocation of powers from the judicial system to the prosecution authorities.

Actually, intermediate sanctions and diversion work in many European countries and for a wide range of offender groups. A lot of these success stories are documented in several volumes on sentencing and sentencing systems published in the nineties and providing full evidence for the success of alternatives to imprisonment.\textsuperscript{24} In 1992, the Council of Europe has adopted “European Rules on Community Sanctions and Measures” which are based on the belief that negative impacts can be avoided by strengthening community sanctions.\textsuperscript{25} However, in 2000, the Council of


\textsuperscript{25} Recommendation No. R (92), 16.
Europe adopted “recommendations on improving the Implementation of the European Rules on Community Sanctions”\(^{26}\) aiming at identifying the role community sanctions actually play in member states and attempting also to identify problems in implementing community sanctions properly.\(^{27}\)

Research on the implementation of intermediate penalties suggests that the judiciary and prosecution makes heavy use of intermediate penalties. However, it is obvious that there are still very clear priorities in the use of intermediate penalties. Day fines and summary fines are those sanctions used most widely. Then, probation and suspended sentences follow. Compensation/restitution as well as community service rank rather low on the list although we may observe some community service and compensation “bubbles” on the European landscape drawn by official accounts of main penalties meted out. These “bubbles” are explained by the fact that most systems use compensation and community service either as attachments or at the end of the enforcement process. But, evidently a major obstacle concerns public demands for safety and severe punishment.\(^{28}\)

4. What Kind of Changes Occurred Over the Last Decades

4.1 Changes in Perceptions of Crime Problems and in Models of the Criminal Offender

Changes in sanction systems during the 80ies and 90ies reflect changes in crime patterns and perceptions of crime problems. Penal policy makers in the 60’s and in the 70’s have been preoccupied with developing penal sanctions along the two main groups of offenders into which the criminal population had been split up. First, mass crimes and herewith essentially the first-time offender as well as the well integrated or settled offender on the one hand, and the heavy criminal as well as desintegrated recidivating individual on the other hand have been made those offender groups for which penal policies and penal sanctions had to be developed. For the well integrated offender techniques such as diversion and a wide range of community based or intermediate sanctions have been created and implemented with day fines, compensation, probation and suspended

\(^{26}\) Recommendation (2000), 22.


sentences serving to avoid incarceration. Imprisonment then was thought to be the adequate response to heavy recidivists, as an ultima ratio or a last resort with concentrating rehabilitative efforts on this group within a secure prison environment. The basic conception of these policies which have been implemented in the 60’s and 70’s referred to dichotomized criminal offender groups: one not requiring rehabilitation (but for which imprisonment would even be counterproductive), the other being in need of supervision, treatment and care. Although, evaluation of this policy never came up with convincing results confirming the basic assumptions as regards its impact on recidivism and crime rates in general the policy of alternatives and intermediate sanctions was successful insofar as it managed to create an administrative feasible and economically reasonable response to increasing crime rates and exploding case loads.

It is essentially with respect to this conception of the criminal offender that significant changes came up during the 80’s and 90’s. In the 80’s and 90’s organized crime, transnational and cross-border crimes, furthermore new crimes like for example economic and environmental crimes, have been put on the policy agenda. Sensitive crimes such as hate crimes and sexual violence, terrorism and drug crimes also have contributed to change the policy debates on criminal sanctions. In particular, dangerous offenders (and among them sexual offenders) attract attention during the nineties in virtually all European countries after the Dutroux case in Belgium unleashed a hitherto unknown wave of political concern for human predators. In the wake of this interest in dangerous offenders new interest in extended prison sentences and incapacitative sentencing gave way to criminal law amendments which strengthened a response based on longterm confinement.29 However, already in the concept of mass crimes and the first-time offender/well integrated offender another policy concept was embedded which was based on a different line of policy-making than that one based upon rehabilitation. Mass crimes have lead to capacity and overload problems and have contributed to a significant trend towards simplification and streamlining basic criminal law, and in particular criminal procedure.30 Then, organized, economic and other types of rational (and mostly victimless) crime have lead to an ongoing search for measures and policies likely to improve clearing rates and to overcome problems of evidence and problems of collecting evidence which has become a

notorious field of concern in virtually all criminal justice systems. This is specially true for those so-called victimless crimes where the function of the crime victim, that is bringing an offence to the attention of police and prosecuting authority, is not fulfilled any more and must be taken over by criminal justice agencies themselves. These changes have contributed to the emergence of a system of proactive policing with undercover police, new investigative technologies and an understanding of crime as network relationships which in turn has lead to an erosion of the line between investigations triggered by reasonable suspicion that a crime has been committed and criminal investigations being extended to a pre-suspicion field. With the new type of crimes mentioned above the complexity of criminal cases has increased automatically, too, with certain types of economic, environmental and transnational crimes placing new and hitherto unknown demands on the procedural, legal and technological expertise of prosecution authorities and criminal courts. Finally, with all that costs of criminal justice have increased dramatically.

New types of offenders then have to be considered which are partially linked to the new crime phenomenon like eg. the rational offender, the minority offender and criminal organizations or corporate criminals. With these types of offenders the basic approach adopted in criminal justice systems during the 60’s and 70’s, i.e. rehabilitation and reintegration focusing on the individual offender has come under considerable pressure. Socio-economic changes in modern societies point also towards new demands. Black markets and the shadow economy represent new social and economic frameworks and produce new precarious groups to which crime policies and criminal sanctions are adjusted. The victims then came back into the picture, and with the crime victims their needs and expectations towards the criminal justice systems in terms of compensation and restitution had to be considered. Besides the victim, the public’s role, more specifically the community’s role in crime control as well as the private sectors’ potential in crime control, justice administration and criminal corrections have become issues in crime policy debates. Finally, we observe a process of globalization of social problems and hence also demands for globalization and harmonization of criminal justice reform. In the last decades, international crime control conventions more and more demand for uniform legislation in basic criminal law and procedural law in order to assure swift and problemless cooperation between different criminal justice systems. Here, for example, conventions like the 1988 Vienna U.N. Convention on Measures against Drug Trafficking and the 2000 Transnational Organized Crime Convention have to be mentioned. Forfeiture and money-laundering as well as police cooperation as framed also in the European Schengen Treaties (1985 and 1990) and the Maastricht Treaty have become European concerns. International treaties
and standards (eg. the European Convention on Human Rights, the European Convention Against Torture and other Degrading and Inhuman Punishment, the United Nations Prison Minimum Standards, the European Prison Rules, the Hague Child Convention, the Beijing Minimum Rules on Juvenile Justice, the Riyadh Rules and the like standards) demand for uniform and principled ways of implementing criminal sanctions. It is especially the European Convention on Human Rights and herewith Art. 3 forbidding degrading and inhumane treatment which influence systems of sanctions and the implementation of criminal sanctions.  

4.2 Changes in Sanctions and Sentencing

Modern criminal law then has become part of risk management in societies. Modern criminal law relies essentially on the concept of “endangering offences”, a technique today widely used in European criminal legislation to ensure for example traffic safety, proper natural environment, the well-being of economy, public health, internal security and ultimately, feelings of safety in the public. Here, the focus switches on the one hand from the results of human behaviour to risks attributed to human behaviour while on the other hand easily portrayable interests or values traditionally protected by criminal law (e.g. human life, health, property, etc.) in certain fields have been exchanged for abstract interests which risk to lack any meaningful profile (at least in the context of criminal law). With risk management and the concept of endangering offences a mechanism is initiated which among others influences the type of sanctions used. Endangering offences and herewith punishment of creating unacceptable risks for society at large have several consequences. The first consequence shows up with a convergence between sanctions or sanction severity for intentional behaviour on the one hand and negligent behaviour on the other hand. A second consequence concerns that endangering offences are frequently linked to behaviour emerging from organizations and corporations and thus demands for concepts which acknowledge corporate liability instead of focusing on individual liability.

With that, new demands for criminal penalties adapted to the particular conditions of law-breaking emerging out of the context of organizations come up. Furthermore, as regards a third consequence which affects sanctions and sentencing modern criminal law becomes intertwined with administrative laws and thus becomes dependent on goals and needs not conceived and developed within the
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criminal justice system autonomously but set by other agencies. So, for example, environmental, economic, and drug offences do not contain complete descriptions or definitions of what a criminal damage done to the environment, a drug or a dangerous substance should be. Drug offences and environmental offences as well as some economic offences are not completely defined by legislative bodies but are open to discretionary decision-making within the ministry of health, the ministry of the interior or some other administrative authority competent to add to the lists of drugs annexed usually to drug laws or prescribe those conditions under which criminal offences can be established. Intertwinning administrative systems and criminal law brings upon numerous problems as has been shown for example in the case of environmental offences, tax offences, economic offences and criminal drug laws. The primary problem here concerns the conflict of goals which seems to be unavoidable and may be easily demonstrated when confronting a legalist perspective on environmental or drug problems (aiming at detection, conviction and sentencing of offenders) with an administrative or public health perspective (aiming at improving health or minimizing health risks). However, with extending criminal law law in these fields a specific set of sanctions has emerged as eg. the treatment-punishment/enforced treatment approach to drug users\textsuperscript{33} and corporate penalties.

Criminal sanctions in modern societies have been characterized by separating the process of sanctioning from the public sphere. As Foucault has explained, experts and professionals have been left alone with offenders and a curtain was drawn between this process and the public.\textsuperscript{34} Punishment thus had lost at least some of its expressive and moral implications as well as some of its potential to serve as regulatory in the moral economy of modern societies. Instrumental properties of criminal sanctions, their preventive potential, their impact on recidivism as well as the process by which personality change can be promoted in order to reduce the risk of relapse in crime, all these goals and procedures dominated criminal law and punishment for some of the 19th and most of the 20th century. However, over the last twenty years a process has gained momentum which seems to indicate that the modern penalty has lost at least some of their attractiveness which had been established for at least one century. With such characteristics of the modern criminal penalty some of the pre-modern elements of criminal sanctions had been outruled: degradation, stigmatization, incapacitation, shaming in the public, exclusion from public and political life, all of that has been either abolished or

\textsuperscript{34} Pratt, J.: The Return of the Wheelbarrow Men; or, the Arrival of Postmodern Penalty? BritJCrim 40(2000), S. 127-145.
dowgraded to mere residuals (although exclusion from political participation still has remained a powerful instrument in the US as the 2000 Federal elections have shown). However, all that had no place in the moral economy of modern societies which relies on expert knowledge in a process of rehabilitating and re-including offenders and in particular on the growing body of social services blending into criminal justice systems and corrections. Punishment and criminal sanctions had progressed into discrete and untransparent phenomenon hidden from the public and entrusted to the work of experts. However, recently Pratt pointed to some phenomenon in criminal punishment which at the surface at least can be linked back to premodern criminal sanctions. He put forward the question of whether such phenomenon like eg. chaingangs meant that the Wheelbarrow Men (who worked North American streets in the late 18th century heads shaved and wearing clothing of stigma) had returned or whether such phenomena pointed to a transformation of criminal sanctions into postmodern or late modern penalties. Indeed, introduction of chaingangs in some US states, punitive work orders in other countries, incapacitating sentencing, boot camps, supermaximum security prisons, electronic monitoring, curfews, forfeiture arrangements which tend to affect third parties (and not the culprit him- or herself), organizational and conspiracy offence statutes that extend criminalization far beyond conventional participation in crime but also well known mechanisms like routine application of fines in administrative and simplified procedures as well as negotiated punishment in complex cases of economic crime are clear signs that the basic characteristics of modern penalties and criminal sanctions are changing and are giving way to new trends in systems of criminal sanctions. Changes include eg. greater involvement of the public (and/or the community) in particular with arrangements that provide for confrontation of the offender with the victim and the community or exposure of certain categories of (sex) offenders to the public. The latter approaches have led certainly to a rediscovery of public shaming and stigmatization. Besides demands for safety this expresses also a move towards more emotionality and moralizing in punishment. In fact, criminal policy and crime politicians during the last decades rely more and more on expressive and mobilizing functions of criminal law when confirming that criminal justice must pursue the goal of safety and increase the probability of punishment. “Closing the gap” between the number of offences known to police and offenders convicted and sentenced has become a rallying point for such sentiments which upgrade criminal law and criminal sanctions again to instruments which serve as censure on the one hand and reassurance of the public on the other hand (and express also low (or zero) tolerance). Then, punishment underwent a process of economization; it has become a high quality product whereby quality is evidently linked to cost efficiency in particular as regards implementation and
enforcement. The punishment and control language indeed has changed into a language that is attentive to costs and customers. But, the customers evidently today are not offenders anymore, it is victims and the public who consume services provided by criminal justice systems.

4.3 No Uniform Trend

However, when looking at these changes there are no clear or dominating trends but it is evidently patchwork which reflects various and sometimes diverging interests and interest groups. Other than in the 60s and 70s problematization of crime cannot be attributed clearly anymore to particular groups or parties within the political and criminal justice systems. This is also true as regards demands for more criminal law and criminal law enforcement. Crime and safety are made problems by victim and other support groups, the whole range of political parties, religious groups, unions as well as professional organisations. What makes a difference concerns only the particular type of violence and crime phenomena that are put on the respective agenda. The alleged causes of these phenomena of violence and crime are adjusted to the respective political and professional programs which are developed to guide social and political changes.

Hate violence and hate speech directed against ethnic and other minorities, sexual violence against women and children, youth violence, organised and instrumental violence, trafficking in cocaine, heroine, women and children, production and distribution of child pornography in conventional and new media (internet), crime committed by foreign nationals and drug abuse, the juvenile chronic offender, child killers and killer children, corruption, organised fraud and economic crime at large – all these phenomena are put on the agenda, but rarely evaluated and reflected critically. These phenomena are then used to justify demands for extending, strengthening and intensifying criminal law based crime control. Demands for criminal law and tougher punishment obviously are well-suited to demonstrate the significance of particular political positions, they strengthen the position of victims and of those who stand up to defend victims of crime. Most remarkable, however, is the momentum victim policies have gained during the last decades. With placing more emphasis on victims and the community, on compensation and restorative justice a process of re-privatization of punishment is initiated which fits well into the general trend of the declining importance of the monopoly of power.

With criminal policies turning away from the offender and towards the victim and the public another change becomes visible. Sentencing theory, once strongly expressing the goal of fitting punishment to the individual
offender, moves towards fitting punishment to the crime and the impact the crime had (on victims and society). For selected groups of offenders the impact is extended to security issues and dangerousness. In particular for sex offenders a punishment regime is established which is based on risk assessment, indeterminate detention and incapacitation. In general, these changes are consistent with a move in criminology away from empirical theories and towards normative theories of crime and criminal justice. However, the prospects for a “republican theory” of criminal justice (that amount essentially to recycling the thinking of a standard liberal and social democratic party of some forty years ago\textsuperscript{35}) do not seem to be that good. It is evidently an enemy type criminal law that is emerging during the last decade putting the emphasis on exclusion and security rather than fundamental individual rights and re-integration.

5. Changes in Systems of Penal Sanctions in the 80’s and 90’s

Summarizing statutory changes and reform processes in European countries conveys the message that change is rather slow and, then, that change obviously is not predictable that well. There are some incidents where new penalties have been introduced although for years preceeding introduction there were firm commitments not to introduce that very penalty. Moreover, seen from statutes changes are not very spectacular in Europe. As has been stated recently with respect to the new Swedish sentencing law: it is both revolutionary and leaves everything as it was.\textsuperscript{36} Finally, although common issues and trends are visible there are also signs indicating diverging policy positions, in particular as regards the questions of life term imprisonment and short term imprisonment.

Sanction systems in Europe have been also affected through changes in sentencing philosophies. In case of personal crimes and property crimes the victim’s perspective has been integrated with compensation and restitution serving today either as sole sanctions or, at least, as conditions in case of discharge/dismissal or suspension of a prison sentence. In sentencing theory, then, proportionality as a principal goal of sentencing has received considerable attention and wide support. While the debate on criminal sanctions in the 60’s and 70’s has been characterized rather through demands for adding more and more


alternative sanctions to the already existing list (in order to provide for more individualization in sentencing) the 80’s and 90’s partially are marked through a certain trend towards simplification of the systems of sanctions. However, the nineties haven seen also a growing demand for tougher penalties for selected groups of offenders (including eg. sexual and violent offenders, organized criminals). Finally the concept of incapacitation has received re-newed attention, with life-term imprisonment without the possibility of parole (like i.e. provided in the French Criminal Code) or automatic life sentences (or two strike laws) as now available in England/Wales and various other options of incapacitative sentences (including eg. criminal or civil comitment to psychitratic hospitals).

The concept of intermediate, community or alternative sanctions must be understood also from the perspective of changes in criminal procedure and a trend towards a simplified, summary and partially also consensual way of determining and imposing criminal penalties.

The development of sanction systems goes hand in hand with simplification of procedures. Simplification of procedures is sought in order to escape in particular those problems coming up with the phenomenon of crime becoming an everyday event. There are two lines in this simplification trend, one fueled by mass crimes where essentially fines imposed in summary procedures (or transaction fines imposed by the public prosecutor) are used to speed up procedures. The other line is marked by particular reactions towards complex and time consuming cases (e.g. economic, environmental and transnational crimes). Here plea and sentence bargaining between prosecution and defense (as well as criminal courts) serves to establish consent between the parties and to minimize the burden coming along with a full-blown trial. Although, eg. the German criminal justice system in principle cannot allow for such bargaining in practice pleabargaining has become an important means to deal with complex economic or transnational cases. Essentially, this trend has economic reasons and points towards a growing concern for economic correctness instead of political correctness.

A common trend —although not affecting all systems— obviously concerns the leading role of public prosecution services in settlements out of court. It seems obvious that European legislators —and Austria is the most recent example to demonstrate this trend— are increasingly entrusting more powers to public prosecution services in dismissing cases conditionally. Public prosecution services have slipped into the role of decision-makers and of policy makers; they have become “judges before
the courts”. They decide on individual cases, however, with applying new powers such as transaction fines and the like public prosecutors create and implement also criminal policies as regards the general approaches adopted towards certain types of crimes.

There is evidence also that this trend is continuing with on the one hand extending such powers on the side of prosecutors and on the other hand with entrusting the power of case dismissal increasingly to police. At least in the Dane and in the Dutch criminal justice system, such trends become visible while cautioning powers have always been part of police powers in England/Wales.

What should be considered then is the great potential of punishment and control which lies in investigative techniques that have been developed and implemented essentially as a response to new or organized types of crimes. This goes hand in hand with the trend away from the debate on criminal law and penal sanctions towards procedural issues. The concepts of rational crime, organized crime and criminal networks are linked to the introduction of new investigative techniques which essentially aim at the collection of information, not on the usual suspects, but on a larger group of people who are thought to belong or to be close to criminal networks or criminal organizations, or could possibly in the future get involved in criminal activities. Embedded in these new investigative techniques is a large potential of supervision and control, probably far more efficient than that what is done with ordinary probation supervision, intensive probation, or even electronic monitoring. These techniques of supervising and controlling extend not only to suspects but they are implemented to monitor groups (not defined by criminal suspicion) or to survey a certain space where it is assumed that crimes are committed. This trend again is linked to the current debate on whether social groups in total may be legitimately treated as if they are likely to engage in criminal acts. Such generalized suspicion has been implemented with money-laundering controls or systems of information collection which are not based anymore on the concrete suspicion of a criminal offence but on the perception that certain (in principle legitimate) activities pose in one way or the other particular risks.

What seems to develop in the 90s is basically a four-tier approach to criminal offenders.

→ A soft approach is adopted towards the juvenile offender and petty criminals (in particular such criminals engaging in traditional individual crimes such as property crimes, fraud, assault, etc.) as well as settled offenders.
A tough approach aims at the rational and organized offender with new sanctions opening a third line in responding essentially towards illegal profits considered to be the driving force behind organized crime and black markets.

An incapacitating approach aims also at the individual, dangerous offender though here traditional sanctions like longterm imprisonment and herewith physical control lies at the core of the penal response. This approach extends more and more to serious and seriously persistent offenders and those who consistently breach community sentences and thus seem to be unfit for such sentences (as was set out recently in the UK White Paper “Justice for All”).

In case of foreign and immigrant minority offenders a mix of responses flowing from merging criminal law and immigration law based reactions is developing in the nineties.

The changes described so far point to the following concepts: danger and risk, settled and unsettled offenders, compliance and consent, justice and control.

6. Alternatives to Imprisonment in Face of Changes in Criminal Policy and Sentencing

As far as old crime phenomena are concerned criminal sanctions most probably will develop along two dimensions which on the one hand relate to the differentiation between resident and migrant (immigrant) offender populations, while on the other hand penal responses will be organized along the difference between criminal offenders belonging to criminal networks or criminal organizations and the individual offender.

The developments in the demographic structure of suspects, sentenced offender groups and prisoners have shown in the last decade that immigrant and migrant offenders (or foreign respectively ethnic minority offenders) are the fastest growing groups in the respective populations.39 With the resident and the individual offender in principle nothing changed in the last decades. Most probably the latter will continue to be subject to the trends in the sanction systems which have been developed since the 60s and 70s. It is for these resident offenders that intermediate or

community based sanctions will play a major role as is diversionary practices and non-prosecution policies. In turn, this means that the role of imprisonment for these groups will continue to decline.

The migrant and immigrant offender has furthermore provoked the emergence of a new mix of administrative and criminal sanctions, a process which can be explained partially by economic reasons. This mix of administrative and criminal sanctions consists of administrative measures rooted in immigration laws as well as criminal sanctions which take into account the administrative (immigration) response. So, for example, the new Spanish criminal law accepts that prison sentences of up to 6 years are not enforced if the offender is deported to his/her home country. Similar mechanisms affect the enforcement of prison sentences in virtually all European countries. Administrative detention of illegal immigrants (as well as immigrant offenders to be deported) must be mentioned here, too. Increasingly, detention centres for illegal immigrants are established and increasing numbers of illegal immigrants serve substantial periods of time prior to deportation.

The second dimension is introduced with offenders belonging to criminal organizations or networks on the one hand, and the individual offender on the other hand. With the organized or “networking” offender the phenomena of organized crime, black markets and the money trail come in. Here, confiscation and forfeiture as the “third pillar” in the system of criminal sanctions will play major roles in developing alternative sanctions adjusted to the specific needs seen in this field. While monetary penalties, administrative penalties and interdiction orders as penal responses towards corporate crime (or crimes committed in the context of corporations) will play a major role as far as ordinary companies or corporations and the first market are concerned, it is especially penalties like confiscation and forfeiture which are considered to have the greatest potential in controlling crime organizations. The interest in strengthening control over the flow of money and the interest in confiscation of crime proceeds arose primarily within a drug trafficking context at the beginning of the 80s and has then been extended to the profits generated by criminal enterprises and criminal organizations at large.40 Legislative bodies have been very active in adjusting the legal framework to the needs as expressed by advocates of confiscation and forfeiture. Confiscation and forfeiture of criminal proceeds now seem to represent the most powerful weapons available in the fight against drug trafficking and other types of organized crime. It is even argued that the traditional response to crime
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such as imprisonment and fines alone are ineffective, the better alternative being to follow the money trail with the ultimate goal to dry up the resources of criminal networks and criminal organizations. Within just one decade most of the European countries have amended both, basic criminal codes and procedural laws with the intent to facilitate seizure and forfeiture of ill-gotten gains. Both, confiscation and anti-money-laundering policies have contributed to change criminal law, criminal procedure and the systems of sanctions significantly. Policies designed to prevent organized crime from profiting from various types of crime, especially drug trafficking, are backed up by commitments to uniform legislation and joint efforts in law enforcement as expressed in international treaties and supranational directives. Among the models of confiscation which have received considerable attention in policy debates are the U.S. statutes on forfeiture on the one hand and the English Drug Trafficking Act of 1986 (moreover the Criminal Justice Act 1993 and the new forfeiture legislation of 2002) on the other hand. These systems are strongly advocated in Europe as these jurisdictions were among the first to introduce forfeiture legislation which put the emphasis on those issues which were perceived to create severe obstacles in the attempt to combat drug trafficking through tough confiscation policies. These issues concern the problem of whether the net profits or the gross proceeds of crime should be the object of confiscation as well as the problem of full evidence which according to standard forfeiture statutes must be provided in order to prove causal links between particular assets and a criminal offence. Both, the U.S. model and the British model of confiscation were assessed to provide efficient responses to those problems. It is especially the reversal of the burden of proof which was focused upon during the debates. A general trend seems to emerge heading towards the introduction of forfeiture, not dependent on full proof beyond a reasonable doubt but requiring under-standard requirements of evidence only. These new types of non-custodial sanctions point towards important changes. While intermediate sanctions in the seventies have been developed within the framework of rehabilitation or diversion (trying to avoid the negative side-effects of imprisonment and other criminal sanctions), sanctions such as forfeiture and confiscation are solely based on the idea of incapacitating rational criminals and criminal organizations and to strip them from all means necessary to keep criminal organizations going. The sanction itself is not that much pointed to an individual offender, but the rationale behind this new type of sanctions lies in drying up resources necessary to run criminal networks. It follows then that this type of sanction tends to become independent from traditional elements of criminal sanctions, i.e. a concept of guilt and presumption of innocence. Of particular relevance here are approaches that aim basically at desolidarization with offenders. Civil forfeiture arrangements apparently do not focus on suspects or offenders anymore but on third parties that for
what reason ever have relationships with offenders or criminal groups and networks and should be deterred away from such groups. The new English forfeiture law then is explicitly targeting what is behind all forfeiture laws: that is the "criminal lifestyle".

Community based penalties or alternatives to imprisonment are in need of settled offenders and compliance. So, eg. community service certainly is dependent fully on voluntary co-operation of the offender. However, compensation, probation as well as other non-custodial penalties rely also on a certain measure of compliance. This falls in line with developments described above for the criminal process and with developments in community sanctions that ultimately lead to contract sanctions and acceptance of behaviour changing treatment approaches. A core problem in implementing intermediate penalties therefore concerns the question of what to do with non-compliance or violations of conditions etc. attached to intermediate penalties. With respect to intensive supervision of probation clients research could demonstrate that the rate of technical violations increases sharply compared to ordinary probation programmes. Therefore, reactions towards non-compliance with community sanctions should be reconsidered. At least technical violations should not automatically lead to the imposition of a prison sentence and should not constitute a criminal offence.

Changes in sentencing goals and customers of criminal sanctions then demand for clear and rational conversion rates between the various penalties incorporated into the system of criminal sanctions. Intermediate penalties as well as community based sanctions on the one hand and financial and custodial sanctions on the other hand must be related to each other and made comparable on one or several dimensions. There is two dimensions on which various penalties can be compared. The first dimension refers to the time an offender is subject to a criminal penalty, the second dimension concerns the intensity of restrictions which are placed upon the offender. Convertability more and more is sought in combination schemes which allow for combining various community sanctions as well as through sentencing guidelines which provide for normative guidance in imposing alternatives to imprisonment.

These changes certainly have also contributed to develop alternative and community or intermediate sanctions into more restrictive and punitive sentences. Although, such sanctions are to be served in the community such as house arrest and electronic monitoring are determined also to
provide tight supervision instead of the community bound sanctions of the 60’s and the 70’s headed towards rehabilitation and reintegration of criminal offenders under the guidance of social or probation workers. Electronic tagging provides evidently for a potential of sending out credible messages of supervision and control. European countries for quite some time have been rather reluctant to add electronic controls to their systems of sanctions. But, recent developments point to a growing acceptance to electronic supervision. Since the beginning of the nineties electronic monitoring entered the European crime policy arena. England/Wales, Sweden and The Netherlands were among the first to discuss introduction of electronic monitoring as a main penalty as well as an alternative for pre-trial detention. After some experimentation in the said countries electronic monitoring (essentially as a form of house arrest or home detention) became all of sudden an issue of concern in 1996 and 1997 in virtually all other European countries, too. In Germany the state of Hesse introduced electronic monitoring in 2000. Switzerland is experimenting with electronically monitored house arrest as is France since 2001. Other European countries are considering seriously introduction of electronic monitoring. In most of these proposals and monitoring schemes the focus is on the replacement of short term imprisonment through electronic monitoring, most of the arguments in favor of electronic monitoring refer to problems of prison overcrowding and costs. In Holland the scope of prison sentences to be replaced concerns those of less than 6 months. Electronic monitoring here is used also as an additional device in the control of sentenced prisoners paroled after lengthy periods of imprisonment (combined with other elements like participation in training programmes) and as an alternative for shorter prison sentences with combining electronic monitoring and community service. In Sweden prison sentences of up to 3 months are targeted. There, electronic monitoring is part of intensive probation supervision. Although, the mere number of countries having introduced electronic
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monitoring is impressive it is doubtful whether electronic monitoring will ever play a significant quantitative role in penal dispositions replacing imprisonment. Doubts arise obviously from the problem to identify suitable groups of offenders who could be eligible for electronic monitoring. Attention has been paid to the role of technology and commerce in pushing criminal sanctions such as electronic monitoring. But, the current attraction of electronic monitoring obviously is due to the heavy concern for costs in the criminal justice systems as well as to its potential to symbolize cost-benefit consciousness and modernity on the one hand as well as its potential to symbolize crime politicians concern for tough control and supervision.

Despite these moves towards discipline, punitiveness and control alternatives to imprisonment will continue to be a part of a civil type of criminal law as opposed to what is emerging since quite some time as enemy type criminal law. The enemy criminal law is different from civil criminal law insofar as criminal offenders are imagined who cannot or do not want to give a cognitive guarantee that they will behave as ordinary participants in social communication and who thus do not guarantee a cognitive minimum of safety in individual behaviour. These criminal offenders produce in a certain way the picture that they diverted from order and law permanently or that they have never thought about giving voluntarily a cognitive minimum of trust that they will behave as individuals bound by law, norms and social institutions in the future. As regards the answer to the question what the type of offender will be who does not provide these cognitive minimums, we find those who are characterized as being determined by (untreatable) rational choice and not by (treatable) social stress as well as personal and individual deficits as well as displaying signs of unsettledness. This approach becomes visible in particular in the context of debates on transaction crime or organized crime. There, the suspect is described as a general threat and not as a threat for individual interests. The offender is described as a threat for society at large and the social fabric and internal or external safety of the states.

7. Conclusions

Intermediate and community based penalties, moreover alternatives to imprisonment have been successful in replacing detention as penal mechanism in case of resident and individual offenders.

However, the back bones of alternatives today as 40 years ago are fines and suspended sentences or probation.
The content of alternatives has changed –from rehabilitation towards more punitive and restricting contents.

The latter is in particular expressed through old and new sentencing powers allowing alternatives to be combined.

These changes have been due to basic changes in criminal policies that today are more expressive than instrumental, focussed on new customers, in particular the victim and the public and more interested in providing for visibility in responses to crime and to feelings of unsafety.

Alternatives that have been successful some thirty/forty years ago have not been able to stop significant increases in prison populations throughout Europe during the nineties.

The grounds for this failure lies in alternatives to imprisonment requiring settled and trusted criminal offender.

Offenders attracting prison sentences in the nineties belong to either unsettled groups (like eg. immigrants, in particular irregular immigrants) or to criminal networks and imagined underworlds that do not provide for the cognitive minimum of trust that evidently is required for being eligible for alternatives to imprisonment.

Parallel to the traditional alternatives to imprisonment as emerging some 40 years ago we find new lines of alternatives though not community sanctions. These lines consist of

- civil and criminal forms of forfeiture
- administrative measures (like deportation) with punitive content
- procedural and investigative powers that provide for surveillance and control based on suspicion alone.